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Bui Zealot wasn’t deadJHere is no. 1.5 alias ZeaLoC 2. It is still 
produced by me and my readers.My address is on the'last page,as I 
am not 100% sure about it at the time I write this.
We will start right away with wha.-t we came" here for: a LoC.lt was 
a little late for no. 1 (of this),but...OK.
From now on,all I say will be inside twinbrackets.))
((The writer is Niels Dalgaard,Peder Hjorts vej 20,IK 2500 VALBY 
Denmark,publisher of Swapzine that I mentioned last time.Unfortuna
tely (for my reputation) this zine (SZ) was postponed,a decision 
taken in fact a little time before I finished ZLc 1,but I forgot to 
give the denial in the last,hectic days. Sorry.)).

Dear ZeaLoC’( (Wat?))
Proving that Isaac Asimov is a Bug Eyed Monster shouldn’t be too dif

ficult.The problem as I see it,is that he isn’t wearing any disguise... 
just look at the finont page of' the two first issues of the new Isaac Asi
mov’s Science Fiction Magazine....

Well,from jokes to laughs: I have received Zealot 0 and have in a momeni 
of weakness promised the ever-genially editor a LoC.So here we go.I must 
say,I liked the zine - it has the same loose feeling that some of the best 
parts in ADV ((=my Norwegian zine,added ed;)) have.Trouble will be,I think, 
to find enough puns to fill the next issue.((I could always change to an
other theme,like you-know-who did after his first ’issue’.(Do'you think 
those people out there understand what we’re talking about?...Well,never 
mind.Go on.)))Speaking of puns,a man came up to me the other day and said: 
When you left home this morning,did you put the cat out? I said: Put the 
cat out? I didn’t even know he was on fireJ(Bleah’).((And I didn’t know 
they use to speak English in Denmark,smart guy...))

I don’t really know if there is that much more to say about Zealot 0. 
It is,as any first issue,ar-btt.. rtwell-.. . !-thin’. (contents^wiseL,but it 
may be the start of something very good and very interesting ((Yes,to me.’)) 
My best wishes for the future,and keep up the good work.

multieditor' 
Niels Dalgaard. 

/ + /

((And first out from beyond the Waters (I think) is the anonymous lycan- 
troph who was published last ish.A little recap for those who didn't read 
last Zealoc: This werewolf received a copy of Zealot 0 and decided to trade 
with me as I were - according to him - a wairplane.His zine and letter 
was h-rnnght to me by a pigeon,what I found rather odd because I know that 
pigeons are good at finding their way home from unknown places,but.the 
contrary requires much more reason and thinking — too much for a pigeon. 
So I wondered if it could be a were-pigeon or something.Preferably some- 
thing,as I find it hard to believe that humans can turn into pigeons and 
opposite because of the difference in size and weight.Here is the answwr 
to that;))
DeapirstWofhall,thanks for the ZeaLoC with the invisible front page.At 
least I thought it was an I.F.P. before I read the last page.

Second,why print my letter?((I found it interesting,.and...) )It was not 
actually a LoC,was it?And,concerning the problem with the’pigeon,why could
n’t you have asked me privately?Anyway,this is the answer. .

Mv friend Vemy,who delivered WIA 5o ((WIA = Were I Am,the zine of this 
lvcant.)) and my letter (and this as well) ((and'use to come here once a 
week to she if there is any mail for his friend,)),is,as you guessed,a 

changer,Only his other shape is not human,as in the case of f.ex. a 
werwolf Verov's other shape is gnome.But don’t.expect to see him change 
any time,’cds his changes are generated by the sun’s rises and settings. 
And he can’t wait to depart vitil the next day’,he’s a worker and has to be 
k^Lat61^1^21(1^it confirmed that thete are no such thihgs as'wairplanes. 
But they have denied the existence of werwolves as well,so....



((Let’s call the: foliowing an interlude.! received a letter from 
Alan Dodd (’address probably later) where he told; ))
__-I saw a signboard the other week on a small street which said;

DOGS ARE FORBIDDEN TO FOUL THE FOOTPATH. ■'
PEDESTRIANS ONLY. :

On our new double decker buses there is just one- driver and no . 
conductor to go up to tha top deck.Instead the driver has a peri
scope to the top deck which looks onto a convex mirror so he can 
see everyone on the top deck.The instruction sign below it says; ..... 
’’Please do not obstruct the drive: * s periscope glass. ” 
and knives have scratched it out to read now;
’’Please obstruct the driver’s ' -ass.”
....-■ ' ' - + ■- ' • .

( (Now-for some codes again.Readers who r^ad them last time can just 
pass by this part: because the codes-are not changed, . •

The codes I ‘talk about are, the ones out of which one or" two is ap- 
. pearing after your name on the- address label of this zine.

LOG = You have a LoC printed- somewhere here,and you will get ZL 2 a,s 
well without further reaction.

■ SUB = You have paid for this and ZL 2,maybe even further on, (You got
■' .to be crazy’) - / •/. -

gXP = You have pail for this,but not ZL2,That is,your sub is EXPired. 
INK = I have deceived your zine,but Do Not Know if you want to keep 

trading.Return the slip of the green"registration scheme I
< sent you,If hot,you will not get ZL 2, ’ - .

WKT = You have said you want’to trade,but not What Kind of Trade, ;
’ Return the slip,or you will MAYBE not get ZL 2.

141 -One for one trade.You will get ZL 2 if I receive a copy (not 
back issue) of; your zine before ZL 2 is published. -

M = Running trade.You will get ZL 2 if you don’t stop publishing 
zines in the meantime.

NCR = No Copy Received yet.You have said you will trade,but haven’t 
started yet.What about a back issue.

' SPC - Surplus Copy.You obtained this by sheer luck,as I had happened 
" tS print a little over the number of copies’necessary for the 

above reasons.Do something if you want ZL 2.
ABA = Dette burmeret inng&r i bytteabonnement med ADV,
AAB - Dette nummeret inngar i abonnement p& ADV.
AUT = Dette er det siste du far p& ditt abonnement p& ADV hvis du 

ikke fornyer det, ;
If you don’t find any code on the address’label,you have received 
this for a special reason mentioned later.))

- + - ■■
rfVMTnC is as some of"you aiready know,the LoC.zine of Zealot.This is 

also called Zealot 1.5 or ji.It was edited,written,printed,stapled, 
folded,franked,addressed,mailed by me and brought, t° W £y the 
postman.The front page is the one stencil7in-t-f/7.Ti 0 Alt is composed by me. and transferred to electrosTenci■ ■ by Rwefoisgren^ drawing top right is by Henry Linder, son far ■ 
dette av den grunn.)) , :
KO BACK ISSUES -0 P Z E A L 0 C AVAILABLE



page pour
((Just as I expected (or should I say suspected?) ,ZeaLoC 1 lias been LoCed, 
That is,someone is Lo'Cing LoCs.And someone is-,in this case,Brian R. lawn, 
29 Cordon Street,Wisbech,Cambshire PEI3 2LW,England.))
Dear Ragnar, .. _ .. , , ,Thanks'for ZEALOT 0,which came a, .couple of months back and 
which I didn't LoC.I didn’t like it because it was too small and the con
tents were leaping-around, too fast' to get into them. Still,I ’ ve had a few 
letters from folk- who suspected (correctly) that it was me who passed their 
names’ to you and they all. seemed to like it,so it must be me that was

The current issue arrived today and went down much better.((Er,uh,went 
down where??Not the...)) I don’t know if it’s because the zihe has changed 
or because I have become as crazy as you...The latter,! hope.((I hope so 
as well',but the first reason is also topical.The zine has changed - to a 
LoCzine Then it changed back for issue 1,and back again for this.))It’s 
nice' that' you'dan produce the 'zine for fun and have plenty of laughs doing 
it. .-.much .better than messing about with a serious zine.I was most amused 
by* the letter /from Andrew Rawling ((The one concerning the Beare Rat and 
the ’correcf ube of it.)).I’ve known for some time that he was a crazy 
man,but I didn’t realise he was that crazy.((He is even crazier - You have 
not seen his drawing.)) ■

When you do get another issud out,I’d like to see you open up about 
yourself a.bit more. ((Oh?Wliat ,about the draught?)) Which authors do you 
like?((The good ones,If you ask me what I mean with a good author,it’s an 
author I like.But to speak seriously (whatever that word means..),1 don’t 
read so much’, and when:I read,the author doesn’t interest me as much.as the 
story'itself*I must admit that the names you mentioned doesn’t tell me a 
thing I know they are authors,but can’t remember what they have written.)) 
What kind of music do you like? ((Same answer as above.But I.have a couple 
of favotirites that I don’t think you know.Just now,I’m listening- to Klaus 
Schulze.A friend'of mine cheated-me tofiisend’ him' a’ cassette that, he, then, 
recorded a KS DP On and returned to me.The.;. er...sound is not so very in
teresting,but may be OK for background to f.ex. typewriters.(I type, now,if 
anybody shouldn’t'have tinder stood that already.))) 
((I think I’ll cut here.)) .Fly high, _

Brian.
- + -

((I. have received a very long letter from Alan J. 
High Wycombe,Bucks HP13 GUR,and that is ox course

Freeman,23-Adelaide Road, 
in England.Hey,who has

been messing with the linespaces here?)) •n-r-i-n-t-
((There.lt’s all right now.As I were about to say,I have decided to print 
parts of it.Here we go.))((’it>=Alans letter))

$ • ' 5 Many thanks for your letterzine (Zealoc 1) which I received
from yourself ((who else?)) today,which was one of the most enjoyable_^ 
reads I’ve had for quite a time.I especially enjoyed the letter from Roy 
Lavender from the USA which was very interesting indeed and as you couldn t 
•print all of it for lack of time ((room)),I hope you can print tne rest 
of it in Zealot 1 or Zealoc 2,as the rest .would be well wo±rh reading by 
the looks of it,especially if he goes on to talk more about where he works, 
in thp satellite factory. ((Let me see.. .No,there is not so., very much niore 
than what I printed,only a paragraph that would 
and -postage space.I can quote it here.... "--it is fun,most ot tne time 
and it certainly beats being a designer in a factory making par heater 
controls and refrigerator thermostats ((or.heat elements?)). Actually,! ve 
been away from the space world and into other things like iield medical 
lab (a sort of portable public health unit for an-army) and the Cloudcroft 
tracking station,underwater vehicles and .other stray things about as toucn 
of the time as I’ve been working dn space problems.Enough of this.Roy."))



PAGE FIVE

((Here,Alan goes on))
Also while I remember I’d better ask...((STOP*I don't want to print 

this partj Another,please...))By the way,how many copies of Zealot did. you 
pub and send to England,because most people in fandom I’ve heard of seem 
to get one,as well as lots of people I’ve never heard of before,((Well, 
I don’t know exactly how many Zealots went to England,but I printed 200 
and kept back 20 for back issues.The rest went to people and other beings 
in England & America (and a handful of'Australians),plus a few to Scandi
navians who'had asked specially for it.I hope you know a minority of Eng- 
:lish fandom.If not,I will have to'go to other countries to find addresses 
whereto I can send sample Zealots.)) You must'be very rich to be able to 

.do so many copies and pay the postage on them.((Not rich,just - a zealot))
Yes,I really enjoyed reading Zealoc and it was a nice egoboo to see my 

letter in it ((That's why 2 sent it to you)) and I’m glad one of your 
friends is going to do some reviews for the next ish of Zealot.((So am I.))

I see you got a letter from a “dirty pro” i.e. a real honest to Ghod 
professional science fiction author.Mr. Greenhough has had at least one 
novel published in UK (“Time’+' Timothy Greenville” published by 'Mew Eng
lish Library’,which unfortunately I haven't read,but now Iwwill try to get 
hold of a copyas he wrote such a nice letter to you.((Bzzzt?))),and he has 
also had lots of short stories published in various sf prozines and antho
logies.It's nice to know that even when they become famous,at least some 
authors will still take the time to write to fanzines.((Hear,hear.))

Anyhow must go now,but I must say again that Zealoc 1 was most nice and 
I look forward to Zealot 1 and will write a loc to you whep, I get it.

Hope you enjoy the Air Force.((Hope you enjoy the trap,Fox.)) 
Best wishes 
Alan J. Freeman.

— + —

((Short PoC (that is,Paragraph of Comment) from another Alan.viz. Dodd,who 
will probably write later,so I don’t give his address here.))

Yes,I have safely received ZEALOC "I.But I am now fully recovered.((HM)) 
Did you run out of envelopes...heheh.((Not run out of.I’ve never had 

any envelopes of that size,)) I remember some early fanzine I got were 
stapled into old cardboard office files,some were stapled into paper bags. 
Those were fun days,when one could afford postage,not like today when only 
the rich can afford, to write to each other.((Hm,hm..)) Still,despite our 
ever increasinft’ postal rates you seem to have garnered quite a good selec
tion of letters from English fans.I must admit I don’t know any of them, 
yet in the past when I came across a letter column I knew almost everyone 
in the letters.How things change.((Yes.They always do.And will probably 
never stop,We can only hope they will change to something better.))

- + -

((Mary ’ Colt-on...I mean Mary Caulton,Air Radio Sq.,RAF Cosford, 
“Wolverhampton, West midlands WV7 3EX,same country,wrote this,and probably 
didn't expect me to print it?))
Dear (or Wolf) Soppy, '

I can'call you that can’t I.((It seems so.))It’s snor- 
ter that Sopwith von Axngel.Oh all right then — 
Dear SvA, '

Thanks for your letter and 0.5 Zealot.My loc seemed very sane.On, 
of my rare sane moments must have descended.

Jolly well done — you put proper page numbers in Zealot.Of course it 
would" have been better if you had put page 1 on page 1 even if it was 
blank.((How to put anything on a blank page?Put a single letter there,and 
it isn’t blank any more. By the way, how should I put 5 characters on a page 
in 50 copies?Stencil it?Write by hand (ugh.’ )? Now,I *m running out of room 
here^and this is my last stehcil just now, so... I hope I can continue next 
page without trouble after getting a new box,if you see what I mean?0h no, 
this is the last line,I must stop herd..))



PAGE SIX

((’Tow it’s next week,and a new box of stencils.I- will now let Ms.- Colt 
go on.) ) ....... ■
.. Blank-,blank,we’ re all blanks. Still this time I could read it all. ((11m.)) 
Ring out the gongs.Loonies rejoice.Ja or oui,I enjoyed reading 0.5 Zealot. 
What next then?A loc loczine perhaps or a loczine zine or even a zine.
((Yes,maybe...)) Cornbeef butties will rule the world. -

As to your comments on Pamela J. Boals letter — I daydream too,and 
write bad (very) poems,and like crazy TV programmes (Monty Pythons Flying 
Circus). .

Just ignore me,I’m mad. ■
Best whatevers

M C
(or Crab Apple)

the Looney
- + -

((Coral Clarke, 6 Christchurch Road,Surbiton,Surrey KT5 8JJ,England,said 
about Zealot 0. 5/gealoc 1..)) I did' experience some difficulty in reading 
it,because the address panel.is upside-down on the back page,and I attempted 
to continue reading down the page - except that I was really reading up the 
page.I thought at first that Zealoc was written entirely in Norwegian,until 
I realised, that I was reading English upsode-down and the wrong way round. 
((Well. Does English upside-down look like Norwegian?Let’s try.I will type 
some Norwegian upside down,and you try to read it without turning the zine 
and see if you can understand it. * ’''pu req uassepd rd qqnpg • ° * *‘equeq ua 
jo^’mep rd qaDeqsuio nus qqs-ps So qqer So reqoq e^sparue uut edsCi; p e^exq 

aroj ita ereSSeixoj eqsuou ep ep esoTspreqae- ereqqesraAO ©ire tsa xpiq irej 
-os t roj<:qqe<i req Texoo qe issu qep raduq Se p°queiur<iedsqa qe re aqqact 
° Di d you understand it?No?Good} All the country’s (Norway!s) translators draw 

a deep sigh in relief (if that is/the right way to say it in English.Ig not, 
they do it anyway.))

((Time runs jy,and so do we.At the time I write this (20. August 1977) I 
have not received any LoCs for some time.I guess that’s all for this round. 
LoCs will probably start coming again after ZL 1 ,and I'have recently calcu
lated that they should be enough to fill 3.8 more pages.How I can calculate 
things like that? Well,no. 0 was 12 pages and lead to a 16 page Zealoc.The 
relation between these two numbers is three to four.And if you take the 
page number of ZL1 - 32 - and multiply with four thirds,you get. ver> close 
to 44,and I. have already written six pages.’44 minus 6 is 38.

These calculations may be wrong,as there is more than ZL1 that lead to 
this LoCzine.))

((In case the fact should interest,! did finish ZL 1 ■ in one Sunday,just ar 
I did with no $.The reason why I could make no.' 1 thicker,is that I had re
ceived much material and had it typed before I started,I can’t remember 
if I said this in the issue as well,because it’s a couple of weeks since T 
mailed it to Rune (see p.3’s bottom).))

-. + -
((Only ten lines left of this page.I might as well type down it and start 
with LoCx on ZLItop next page.

What can I say?The weather is cloudy and chilly.Thus no bad consciense . 
for staying inside writing this.I was going to print Zealook-TOR 1 today, 
but didn’t get the paper I'needed because I went'shopping too late,and 
when I came to the stationer’s,it had been closed; for an hour.I have just 
decided to go shopping in the morning next Saturday.

And that was the end of this page?))



PAGE SEVEN
((And now,for the first time,a Continental LoC.The writer of the following 
lines is Eric Batard,Rue Kleber,37500 Chinon,France.))
Hello.'

Thankz(e)alot for your duplicated pages.
1st thing 1st : do you know where I read Zealot 0 for the first time? 

((In France?))Stupid question,that,as I assume you don't know.I was paying 
a visit to a friend in Tours (the big town near Chinon - 45 kms. and in my 
friend?s (Dominique LainS)last post there was a cosy of the aforementioned 

..zine. As I'm better at English yhan he is,I tried to translate some bits. 
Your loony humour was not obvious in an instant tr an si at ion, but we had 
great fun.

And on my way back home,I grumbled "Hope this guy sent me a copy".A few 
days later,MY Zealot ^.' Sorry,I didn’t find tima to LoC it up to now.

When I got Zealot 0,5 (I'm not born as an English speaking one. Thus 
0,5 looks better than 0.5 to me) and realized I might have not got it 
I'm one of the SPCies. Rare SPCies,! guess),my heart sank,thanks God,I did 
get it,

RE:Zealot 0 Your format is OK but p-l-e-a-s-e take care of your layout, 
I'm Still looking for the end of some items & occasionally find out new 
ones. ((Keep looking; I didn' t have anything left over after famishing the 
issue,so it must be there somewhere)) Oh in a way,it is a good thing; end
less hours of reading in Zealot.'

Now,on with Zealot 0,5
== Yeah indeed,DAvid Griffin's handwriting is hard to decipher.Unfortuna
tely,when he doesn't handvrrite his letters, he types them... straight from 
brain. I wonder, what' s the most difficult to understand.
== I choked when I read that the verbs didn’t remain the same in English.. 
"A bit like Latin" David says.My GhodJIn Frenck the verb very often change 
for Present,Future,... for I,you,he/she... for indicative,sublunctive..French 
looks more like Latin than English.
== I hope Colin Fine was counting all British conventions when he mentioned 
the 40th one.If not — if he was counting only EastercoUs — and as next 
year's Eastercon is no. 29 ,I'd like Colin to tell us about his Time Machine 
== Something you should try: when you're speaking between 2 double brackets 
and all of a sudden feel like another par nthesis,instead of accumulating 
parantheses why not use Example: ::age((20 - birth 13.jan -7) "
((Well,if there is a reason for why not - it ought to be - it is that the 
rules for use of brackets/dashes are a bit different in our countries.In 
Norwegian,dashes would never have been used the way you just did.Yet..or 
quite the contrary... er... Well.I use brackets.If I had used dashes, someone 
might have asked me why I don't use brackets.))-
==0nce again,the error: Pierre Versins was not the first faned to use the 
so-called 'Pierre Ver sins' format. ((Oh? Who said thAt?)) lie borrowed it

- from a small press magazine "Le petit Silence Illustre" of Jaques Sternberg, 
== I'm sorry to disagree with you. You can easily enclose some Francis 
Bacon in your next ish. If you can't actually find some,play the following

' trick (as I don't knowwhether you smoke or not, I assume ((corredtly)) you 
don’t.). Ask a friand who smokes to fill two ashtrays with'- guess what - 
ash. Get rid of these smelly fag-ends (& burnt matches if he doesn't have 
a lighter) .and carefully put a gramme or so of ash on a sheet (already mi- 
meoed,it'd be simpler),then stick some adhesive ribbon on it.

Come to think of it,has Francis Bacon really been incinerated?( (Don't ask

I see nothing more to add,Looking forward to getting Zealot 1

Farewell and Keep Up The Good Work,
Eric.



PAGE EIGHT
((It's the 17. of September,and I have not received any LoCs for some time. 
I guess I have to publish, no. 1 to get you responding again.Yes,but I have 
not received the electro stencils yet - and there is nearly two months since 
I mailed the paste-upsj I wonder if Forsgren is still alive?

Well,but I have at least and at last printed MHO's review zine Zealook 
(to be enclosed-with ZLl),a fact which brings us to some bad news.MHO has 
recently found out that he has too much else to do to review more zines for 
me. So ZLk1 will be the only Zlk until the situation changes and MHO returns 
or I find another reviewer.
If anybody out there should happen to possess a collection of’good music 

and the ability to record it on cassette or reel tape,WRITE ME.))

— 4- —

((It’s the 15. of October,and about two weeks Since I published Sealot 1. 
No LoCs yet received,but response has appeared.Arild Weemess (his address 
is in ZL1,p.26,look there)mentioned 2L1 (which he had received,of course) 
at the end of a letter: )). . . I liked it. Poor Jhiglish from Fast Breeae though, 
but after all..((He didn't mention my English.Maybe becausd he wants to 
stay my frinnd.. hm. ))
((This looks like an interlude.Hope the next item is a decent LoC frrm 
someone))

4- —

((imd it is.'A LoC from Colin Fine,9 Frithwood Avenhe,Northwood,Middlesex 
HA6 JLY,England.In fact,a 3-in-1 LoC.He starts with LoGoing my Angeldrof- 
tisk Varp,and that part will be printed there.Then he goes on:)) 
...I've just got Zealot l.lt's less gratic than ZL 0 (though I miss the 
page-numbering of ZL 0) and you've almost got your 'thou's right (wast,hast 
couldst...) ((The reason why it isnt’ ALL correct is that parts of the 
material was " typed out before I learndd that about the "-sf's.As this 
material is getting used,the errors will disappear.At least,I hope’so.)) 
Keep'em coming ((They are))(by the way,your exsanity isn't showing.Why 
not?)((Do you mean in the zine or in my look?In first case,exanity trend 
to alt emate, and in ZL 1 it seems low. Maybe it will return in ZL 2,maybe 
in no. 5,maybe not at ill.Time will snow..er..show.In second case,nobody 
look like what they are.I remember... Well,I can return to that later.)) 
And now a suggestion for next issue's WOM: "Dephlogisticate" - a dictionary 
may not help: you might need an encyclopedia.
Now I want to make this a 3 in 1 LoC,and answer Zealook too...(§This pare 
of the letter has been forwarded to MHO,who made ZLK-1.))

Colin Fine.

((Some business • talk again. Some of you who read’’this have received 
a green leaf of paper from me. It has a form-at the bottom,which you 
are supposed to fill in,cut off and return-to me IF you want to trade 
with Zealot.Every form has a number on it.All these numbers are,with 
the corresponding names registered' in my files.OK.But a great_d$al 
of the forms have not returned yet.Nevertheless they - or the not- 
returners - have received Zealots.But this will have to end.If there 
is an additional code after DNK or NAT on yOUr ajaress label,and 
this code is BWO,it means Potter Watch Out.You have received enough 
'fileless’ Zealots from me.You will not get any more.if you don't 
return the green form with a cross or''check in the right place. And, 
notice: It doesn't count if you have said you want to trade. And’sen- 
dinv me your zine won't help either.You have to return the form.if 
you^can't find it,tell me.'I'm not visionary. I 11 N F i o
If I don’t get any response from this within o u in u • o ,
the number of your form will be recycled,i.e. I will clear your name 
from that part o-f my number list and put another there,and your form



will be void if received after this date.By the way,this is PAGE NINE.
- — 4- —

((i', Caul ton, Air Radio Squadron,RAF Co sf ord, Wolverhampton ,WV7 3EX,ENglnad.. 
Sorry,England wrote;).) 
Cooooooee there Sopwith, 
(Like the new:beginning to the letter?)
Thanks for your letter and Zealot 1,It was much better than Zealot 0 - yov 
have proper page numbers for one thing.((That’s right,proper page numbers 

•are just for one thing,viz. to tell the reader which page it is’))(As a 
matter of interest,why is it stapled down the middle ((To keep the pages 
together))so the pages are thin? For sending it through the post you 

"could fold it without having to staple it. (a???))) Yes it was a nice and 
chunky fanzine i. e. it is thick (in thickness) ((Where else, it can't be 
thick in height?)).
Verrr inter esting. Dig the green pages in the middle which I had to deca
pitate from the rest of the zine so I could r^i it. I liked the coin meter 
bit.Also I liked the 'typical David Griffin’story.I know him as a fellow 
looney,it’s a pity the story wasn’t longer. Idiot Fandom rules okay eh. 
Row you won’t understand that last sentence.Dane Bridges and Dave Griffin 
would. I just wish Zealot wasn’t om a diet and its pages were fatter.Don’t 
you feed it cornbeef butties then? Me I'm very fond of cornbeef butties 
with picallilli((Misspelled.Sigh.(I mean I misspelled it.Some words are..))) 
I could even send you a looney ’poem’. In fact I think I will just to show 
you how cracked I am.(My Mum says I am abnormal).

Don’t eat too many cabbages
M. C.

p S. Help stamp out mental cruelty (Send me a letter).
((This PS was printed on the paper of the letter,but I include it anyway))

- + -
((Next.Pamela J Boal ,F. I. S. P. E. (Whatever that means),4 'Westfield Way. 
Charlton Heights,Wantage,Oxon 0X12 7EW,England wrote the following.)) 
Dear Ragnar,

Thanks for Zealot One. A problem,what can I say about it?Plwnty of smal_. 
smiles no writing of merit and no real conversation point. One can mot take 
a wheel chair up^a tree,and my immediate thoughts as to what others could 
do amidst the branches were somewhat obscene.As to the story about the. 
winged horse,well the pegasus is the symbol of an airline,no doubt some 
reporter was having his little bit of fun. _ .

A pull out review column is a good idea or it would be if Mr. Olsen 
actually reviewed anything.Well not strictly accurate there am I? He did 
in fact sort of review the children’s work of Tove Janson,as a children’s 
writer I would have been interested but his muddled comments were too dif- 

. ficult to follow.I think he may have done the author a disservice as he 
made the characters seem terribly contrived and what we call twee. If they 
are like that,I doubt that they would be translated and sold in Britain.

’ XTSomething odd has happened.I can remember receiving a letter^telling 
that the M^ books have been translated to English,but I can’t find the 
letter.’I remember that the writer (whoever it was) told me that the Mummi- 
trolls’are called Moomintrolls in the English version.But that’s all I can 
remember...))

As for wasting time telling English readers that he does not understand 
the English zines he received... well a very pointless emercise,particikla- 
ry as all the ones mentioned are well knoen here.
v The column on Norwegian fandam and fiction is interesting and disheart— 
ening.’To think that there is only one not very good publisher of SF in 
Norway]((Jell —•Stowa is the only sole sf publisher9some of the ^reat pub
lishers publish some sf from time to time as welle))It would also appear 
that there are very few Norwegian SF films if Orwell’s 1984hasn’t even 
reached you (it was made so long ago that it has been screened.on TV seve
ral times).With such a minute amount of material to feed your interest,!
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can only surmise that Norwegian fans are truly fanatical. ((Well,that5s why 
I used to call them fanatics when I first came in touch with them.))

Despite this very negative letter I do enjoy Zealot and look forward 
to -the next edition.

Best regards, 
Pamela.

- + -

((We go on with a letter from Alan J Freeman,23 Adelaide Road,H .gh Wycombe, 
•hicks HP13 6UR, Elgaad. .. er., England)) 
Dear Sopwith,

Thank you for Zealot 1 which I recei ved about a month or so 
ago ((Is it that long ago alreadjj?Timc runs fasti)) and them read the same 
evening.Unfortunately I didn't get round to locing it then so-I've just read 
it again,and am now locoing it. I hope I haven’t left it too late to loc 
this ish?((Not at all,there’s still another half of a year to May 78.)) 

Firstly may I congratulate you on a much superior issue this time.This 
I’m sure id due to the inclusion of more longer articles and the review 
section done by Mr. Olsen.

I was especially pleased to see the inclusion o^ the zine/book reviews 
which I found very interesting.I see from Mr. Olsen’s favourite authors 
that he prefers Fantasy to Scoence Foction (unlike myself) but that won’t be 
too much of a problem if he reviews at least some SF as well a±s fantasy 
(as it’s an SF zine (supposedly) that you’re doing).

I was interested by his bit on the mummitrolls,but don’t think they’ve 
been published in England cause I haven’t hearrd of them ((So here’s a guy 
who claims being well informed on the entire English publishing complex. 
Put (zho was it who toM me about Moomintrolls??))

The zine reviews were quite interesting but poor old Mr. Olsen didn’t 
get on with Twll.-ddu very well did he. ((Well... "Here? s something I don’t 
understand, then there's something I don’t understand..”...You’re right. By 
the way,v;ho understands it?)) Also done by Mr. Olsen, but Lin Zealot itself, 
was his article on tihe zines and authors from Norway whoch was one of the 
best things in this issue and which I found especially informative and in- 
teresting.

The other article which I really liked in this issue was Andrew Darling
ton’s ::The Dignity o£ Labour” whech was very good and entertaining. If I 
was you I’d try and get Andrew to write a sequel to the story or even make 
it into a serial as it was very interesting and could be even better if the 
ideas were expanded in later stories. ((A.D. will receive this and probab
ly read it.His answer to it - if any - will probably be found in next Ze&- 
loc,and if he’s positive,a new story in ZL 3))

Overall I wasn’t very impressed with the artwork,but I quite liked Dave 
Bridges’ drawings and the big picture in . .tne centre was a vast inprovement 
on last issues one.((as it was meant to be)) Also Leonard Borgzinner seems 
to have the most talent of all the artists and looks like he could go on 
to better things. •

Dave Griffin’s story wgs quite good ((and what’s your opinion on prim
rose petals’ sensitivity to sunlight?)) but most of the rest was only 
slightly interesting to me,but it would be interesting if you printed any 
information you receive concerning the flying horse. ((Nothing has occured 
yet.Is Pamela right?(page 9)))

But overall this ish was enjoyable and much better than the first issue 
and if this improvement can be kept up,Zealot will be a very interesting 
zine. Bye for now.

Alan J. Freeman.
— + —

(End- of the page.Was that Moomin troll letter a dream I had? I use to have 
some very life-like- dreams now and then. By the way,once I dreamt that I 
was dreaming that I was dreaming.Any better?))
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((—A zealot of time has passed by since the last LoC,and I have received 
a couple of zines wherein I found reviews of Sealot - by reviewers who 
seemed to like same ZL.Only one rev. that disliked ZL has yet occured,and 
that was not really a review either.lt only pretended to be.But as I have 
already mentioned this in ZL1,1 will not write more about it,but start 
with a LoC from Ned Brooks,713 Paul Street,Newport News,Va. 23605,U$A.))

Pear Sop, ■
» Much thanks for the ZEALOT.' I don’t why you are hiding behind that 
ridiculous penname,((I don’t hide behind it,but two feet to its left(See 
below.)’)) it is a perfectly good zine. • .
’ I like the art and unusual layout..I don't believe-that pun about the 
famous Scien Fiction ((Who does??))...You should nat have stapled the sec
tion that was'nt typed double-column in like that,((How,then?)) I don't 
want to take the think apart. Zines get misplaced easily enough as it is.

I have an oscilloscope,a microphone,and a camera,but whether I can take . 
a photo of a 'psss' or not I don’t know. Maybe I will have time to try in 
January.lt took me all day once to photograph a button - the close-up lens 
for my Polaroid wasn't powerful enough,so I had to tape together two mag
nifying glasses and calculate the focal length (and I got ' D’ in optics in 
college). And then there was a, glare from the light because the button had 
a shiny surface - I finally put furniture polish on from a spray 'can and 
didn't polish it. The oscilloscope has a “larger screen,about 3‘',but I don’t 
know if the camera is fast enough to catch the image.((If anybody has some 
good advise,write to the address above.))

Oh,I finally deduce from the Olsen pages that ’Sopwith’ is Ragnar Fyri,. 
Ron Bounds,a US fan now in Munich,uded to come to all the cons in the Nn 
wearing an old leather aviators helmet and a -long white scarf - he was 
Snoopy in his W1 fighter pilot outfit from PEANUTS.

The London- bird sounds like some sort of heron to me,tho probably not 
native to the area. I think Africa has some that size. ( (Another theory. ■ 
When will facts occur?))

Who was the Norwegian fan I had lunch with at the SunCon who had a re
mote-control Tribble hade of a radio,controlled car covered with the busi
ness end of a mop?I have forgotten his name... ((I can try. to find out.)) 
He might even have been Swedish - you should realize that to most people 
in the US,tha difference between the parts of the Scandinavian region are 
about as much as the difference to you between -Pennsylvania and Delaware. 
((Oh?Is there any difference between the two?))

I just saw Close Encounters Of The Third Kind today,quite good.Better 
in its way thait Star Wars,I thought,though they are not at all comparable.

Merry Xmas 
. . ’ Ned Brooks.

((Let me add that NB also told me that his zine It Comes In The Mail has 
folded in with the last issue(28),but he hopes to start another zine later.))
B 0 "*“

((Talking of movies,yesterday I saw The Last Remake Of Beau Geste.Quite 
crazy.I wonder how Special Effects made that silent movie character sequen
ce? (Black/white horses leaving tracks in the coluured sand!)))

- 0 -
page ten .Then look here again.I have found out who told me about 

the Moomintrolls.The reason why I couldn’t find the letter where it was 
mentioned;,is that Fast Breeze had borrowed it.Not he’s returned it,and 
the writer is Colin Fine,his LoC reproduced page 8)He writes:)) 
Tove Jansson’s books ,or most of them,are well k^jown in England ((Hey 
there,Al.’)) ,and have been for many years,under the name ’Moomintroll'. 
((Fast Breeze also forwarded to me a letter he had received from a reader. 
It will be printed page twelve.))
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((Pett Knifton, 2 Central Avenue,Sahdiacre,Nr. Nottingham, England:))
Dear Harry, ?■ • - ■

Many thanks for Zealot One,'which I enjoyed very much,especially the 
Andy Darlington pi.ece .Funny really that in a Norwegian fanzine Andy 
should show^up,he. shows up just about enerywhere. this side of the channel, 
so it doesn’t come as too much of a. surprise to find him cropping up on 
the other side.Good oa him,though.
((And here we are closing to. the almost inevitable question:)) I assume 
you got my address from Andy? ((Well,a.new version of it,but still it is . 
the same moaning.(The question,not the address’))) ((Ay the qray,the answer 
is I Can’t Remember.Maybe.)) I got a request for some artwork from.another 
Norway-fanzine ((Oh?)) a month or two backhand lost the address,much to 
my disaapointment.
...Look forward to seeing Zealot 3 ((3? A little fast there,are you?There 
will be a no,. 2 as well.’)). . best wishes,

(squiggle)

((Well..this letter, was somewhat edited,!.e. abridged.My comments to it 
(excluding those included in the letter) have been so abridged that they 
are not here.Fast Breez.e had no comments either.))

"" 2 —

((I came to think of the zine named Boeing,that closed down after only 
one issue.Why?It wasn’t loc(he)edl))

- 0 -

((But then again,ther’s a loc,this one’s from (The) Banks Of Ohio I mean, 
the writer is Michael Ao Banks9PO Box 3129Milford,Ohio 4515O9USas)) 
Dear Fast Breeze/Morton, ■

Since I couldn’t find Sopwith’s real name (unless 
it is Forlamet Bactrianus,! don’t know)((l know - it isn’t)) in- Zealot,! 11 
send this LOC to you. .. ((I would l.ike to say two things herejohe,as you 
didn’t find my real name,how. could.you know it. isn’t Sopwith?Two ,my real 
name is not necessary for sending me letters,those addressed to Sopwith 
will find their way well enough.))

I must admit I was slightly taken aback by the use of Oide English 
form in much of the zine,until I read some patts written in modern English a 
and figured out that you had written parts of the zine in the old style on 
■ournose ((Well,! didn’t write it so by accident..! had mtendea to write 
thePentire zine in OE,but forgor myself a couple of times, v.hich goes to show 
errare humanum est. (W. g. t. s. that I. am human))) Interesting °^allj. 
liked the zine’,it gave me quite an interesting glimpse.of Norwegian iamdom. 
((More interesting glimpses will come later)) I’m particulary intrigue y 
the fact that Norwegian fans apparently all have fannish nicknames, amo^. 
a- rican fen.only the frinme-fans of the-’SCR -carry alternate names,with a 
fem exceptions ((Not all Nor. fans have nicknames,but a (zea)lot have.I caa 
peradventuro^bringa list of them later (with some help,you Norw. fans wno 

read pariin’ton’ s story was rather predictable,but I liked it,sg; . .
ticallyflt’s the sort of thing that Francis Truffant might make into

((Well I just came to think about that a couple of days ago. ihe d--„. 
+ ’/nf 1'-hour’ mimht he easy to film,all you need is some furniture, sov< 

MD No I noati a DBD-dlsplay-elock.a tax.

aggressive’ < (FB’s comment it was, so I reply t)) orward and aggressive.
LOCs,which I’ve never 

rGadoAnd that brings me to the next matter ((and the bottom of the page))



Superstitious readers touch wood or something,this is PAGE THIRTEEN

—I hope this LOC will bring me. the next ish of Zealot (an''1 maybe one or 
two other zines ((at least one - this one.))),so that I ca.. see more of
Norwegian LOCs and fandom Best rega^as, 

Michael X Banks.
• - 0 -

((Now,there’s a LoC from Andrew Rawlinp 
B TA2O 1QY, England))

Dur Sopwith,
Much thanks for Zealot no.

5 Snowdon Heights,Chard,Somerset

?ry that1 (and for Zealoc).And s
»,I’m so late in writing back.No excuses, I’m just bloody lazy.((That’s OK 

as long as you got here in time.))
But what’s this, th en?( (It looks like a Zealot.’)) On opening Zealot I 

found that page two followed page one - that page three followed page two, 
page four came next,and so on.Good Griefjin fact I read; straight through 
the Zine without.once having to ’turn to page 12’,or ’go back to page four’ 
like I did in the first issue. Where is the chaos and confusion?.’((Moved from 
the layout into a story following in next issue,wait and. see.’)) The layout 
looks almost sane.Most disappointing.’((If I had a phocop,! could make you 
a special issue”with shuffled pages, but" I don’t have a phocop. (Hey,pssj?,any 
rich philantrophs out there?))) ■ • . •

But meanwhile,back in reality...actually,I thought the zine was very 
rood. The production is a lot better,and you’ve gone.out of your wav to put 
in more stories-and little bits and pieces of insanity ((exaniW.))... Ihe 
bir.-erW (what was that?I’ll try again...) The bigger size • (ah ) _h el ps, 
as^well.I :partigulary liked the cartoons and artwork. What I missed,though, 
were your"silly monologues.You seemed to keep much more in the background 
this time ((Especially at the end,or what?more Sillymarillmons may appear 
later,if I’m in the mood...))('(By the WQy:,I just had an idea. Does 
want to be the other part of a silly dialogue?. We could send a handful 
letters or postcards to and fro and I could print the reslut of ten-twen y

PaSThettafcw was inter estin;;, and the colu™ on Horwejian

K dSt eloyanc. «hat
nore Sinviny Teacups. Sin^inv T^cups wall abolish disease^wnr ana 10 Ya 
and as on extra bonus make everyday sLYlearner. I've

STVe^’have the sane as a tea-

9

■a

cup in full voice. of the horse/bird of Heathrow.lt
Oh,by the way,I Je yeSh??)) You may recall that 1974 was. the year

was quite siraple?really.a (0 y pnoqnnfl \ nan was entering the court-of a bU flrues rins bein, uncovered in “an w. snwr

Watson?((Well,as you've brought Sherlock Holmes into this,I will let him 
answer: “It is a big mistake to form your theories before you get enough 
facts.If you do,you~will shape the facts to suit your theories instead of 
the4 contrary, ® Where are your facts,AR?Of course,this is a.theory as good 
as the others (se earlier pages),but Zealot has not yet found a fan who is 
crazy enough to go out to He...throw and investigate this.))

Hope to see Zealot 2. ((You will)) Bien Io!T g© best,
An dr e w Rawl in g.

((Superstitious readers may start breathing again and relax,end of this pagej



, , 4-w ,r Tnn has arrived safe an d light*,but first a COa. (Ch-n^e Of
T^ivo it just in case .anybody looking for new unused addressesf? rJ U sending• ^ple issues to) comes across .this.M Caulton' s address 

is"now (maybe) MOD RAF^PMCyPNan be,RAF Innsworth,Gloucester,same country - 
D^doX347’Bellevue Avenue 93,Trenton, 

NJ 08618,USA.))
Dear Sopwith, « ir)P hu+ t do it in my own slowf

Sometimes it takes « a ^^/Sere for tJree Aonihs or so.Well.let mo
time.I’vo had ZB.^OT ly^ have nover molten a fanzine. ,
XVNorwcy cXh^X-

faneds^once pubbed an International ^ue^of his
to not to count in this connection,- (NotyZL you fool.’)))That was a
ago.By the way, this *??? to me,too.))And
nice thin^ to happen.(G oll sort of humor that reminds me somewhat og 
JTJXK Xof XXat tbX?h little,anyway.That is,I sense coxton,

W 'thou..((Ho,T writ^it^^
ferentiates between the tnou and y once X least Why ’of course'?.)ie ifforentlteihlish doesn^t of course (U^
)) Thus it is correct Bnflish to say you w ty y talkrnp
who cares anyway? ((Not W It sonenow 1 „ ((That,s ny intention, dear roan
about for you to say "thou" instead of you I here))As for Norwca.1-
r))So if you want to do that,Go-aneaa kk teach you a single word,
an,I don’t know a single wo rd. ((X,wel , , a single word in Norwegian. ■
Skriv emask in. That me^s. type^ter .1 o of r fri:;7i
So considering » !™°felX use it ve?y interestingly. I think . '
such as Morten Harry Olson,yo wnTHq unci nhrases in place of wnatis your Slightly offbeat use of certain^ords and jWhen I loo'

would be usual that adds to X choices,! choose the most str ; ;
SokinaXy'thTwa^yo^just gave me ^ca for the ^btitle of '

XXX to^I wouldn’t want it any e
rood for 
her way.

I like
the new layout.((Even if I ^11 you that it^sn ^^“ly„ 

somethin,; to figure out,like a puzzlo.end th continues fgon 15 from the 
three hours to oatoh on the White at the very center of
other side of the inside 00 * . qa the leost Also a cozy place to keep
the magazine,which is innovative y - inspection that you
it.I like the rounded desi^sVery nice I see upo^ cover onythlnc .
»Arb“Shcov«:d?.? c^ “ is’“ iS
one thin ’ to be said for it. t -r lik the extra din- ’■s for the.cover on the outside (where at belong) ,1
ension of having the 3 ^n°rtoon of^a character drawing himself with his 
anything like that,such as — — Q ri i ribinr* un the frame of the draw-oJ pen ((or hwot about a pursued person cli'Xj up the r than
inC?)),and all that sort of ^inhJVoll.Bscher carrie^it^ & touch.
your fellow storing out of tae fanzine, our s welcome here,
y You ask for money in more than a you. ((I
but thojxachu-rated repetitions wasaaoiokeOarIth9 misconception that all 
TmtrloAs’arc'millionaires ( (Ho ,but some thousands are buenosaires)) ,let .10 
is^ure'vou that most of them aren’t,and I’m one of the poorer ones.I ;.cb 
alonanaind you,but if I can get another copy of ZEALOT for a loc instead u_. 
sendin some of my little bit of money I will do so.((You will iX T10 z" 
lot" for it )) I hope that some American millionaire makes up 
for°it by sending you a couple thpusa^d dollars to put out your^next issue. 
((;ell, fortunately, it’s not that expensive to pub a. ,z ine, so I Cc<n
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with the money I have myself.If I did yet a rich sponsor I would go offset 
and manifold the print run.))

I liked the Andrew Darlington story for the idea.lt can stand as a vignet
te,or as the germ of what could be a much longer and'developed story It was 
a restained' little tale,I must say.It had dignity ((ox labour)),nooility, 
words in it.It mi ht in fact be said,and I don’t think is exaggeration,that 
this story entitled "The dignity of labour" is the greatest creation of man
kind to date..aid to think that it appeared in your fanzine.’ No ,1 m byn. fun- 
hv in my little way ((I guessed so)),but somehow the story reminded, me ox thu 
vignettes I have been writing lately,for my own quaint amusement..

"The little tale about the singin^ teacup was kind of like a Grimm s fairy 
tale,or a piece of one. I wish I had a singing teacup, .but then I figured th^t 
it was more likely that a teapot might sing,if it sang at all,not a "^cup.. 
But if a teapot can sing,or whistle ,1 guess that a teacup c^n,.lel , J ,

The Ballad og Billy Cop backed up by the Mornon Tab- 
ernacle Choir,Eno,Edvard Grieg and John Coltrane. ((I

T can’t think of any more ouns concerning cons. I c&n,nut they are too co., 
ny fort to send to you. ((Well, add _ some rye then.)) . .

T) vis Griffin’s story was...succinct. ((So is your opinion on ))
Pood to be told some things by Fast Breeze on Norwegian fandom.Now I know a few Wines abo??Ko“lianfandom. Before that I didn' t know anythme

at 1984,for Mr.Oison ((has been sent to hinO
have run out of things to say, thc.i,nks xor Z_ju..liO-. I psay,thanks for ZEALOT. I hope toWell,I seen to 

see more issues. Best, Gary Deindorfer.

((I g/J ■ on tn ... o I n.c^ivod one of tie lust c-uc- 
trostensils Rune Forsgren made for me.Today,16.February, 
I put it to use and printed a handful of labels of which 
you can seo one to the left of these lines.I use them f°^ 
all (kinds of crazy marking/labelling.If you want to label 
thin ,s the same way,you may copy the label from the one 
put in here,or you may buy some from. me.They come in sheets 
of l6,and the price is 0,15 Nkr plus postage.))
((There is an asterisk at the top of page 14.That means a 
footnote.lt was meant to be placed at the bottom of page 
14,but now I have to put it here; *Light - instead of sound 
Notice that this word has a double meaning as well.))

- 0 -
(( ew interlude; A certain Robert Ommundsen tells me or 
actually Fast Breeze,that the Mumitrolls or Mummintrolls 
or whatever has been published in English by PUFFIN.)) 
((He also tolls that ^Hufsa’ is translated to The Groke))

((Coral Clarke,address already _iven,wrote this;))

in the middle of the night..

thanks for sending me Zealot (many many moons agoj) and plcao 
accept my humble apologies for"the late reply - I am suffering from a six 
month time lay between receiving a zine and replying.I have this unxortunate 
problem - as soon as I start to write a loc,I fall asleep,but^I suppose it s 
only to be expected if I insist on writin

Do you realise that Zealot is 
the rush (IGU)?((Yes.)) -and at

I thought that you may be interested in
was inflicted upon me,and I don’t see why you should escape.

the ideal"shape for reading on the train in 
table (- double as a napkin,too.((WHaT??) 

crossword - or maybe not - it

Clues across; 1)a tool 2)a drink 3)a puppet 4)a blow
5) a magazine. Clues down; 1)vegetables 2) animals 
J) fowls 4)oceans 5) often dropped.
((Beware; Solution next page.'))
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No luck?Well,1^-11 give you soke help - 5 across is Punch.
How’s it going now - need any more help?Perhaps 3 across is a bit diffi

cult - it's half of a pair.of famous puppets...Give up? All right g Punch.
By now,you may have noticed, that PUNCH fits all the clues across - but 

what'of the clues down? 1 down - ppppp : p’ s = peas. 2 down - xnmuu = u’s = 
ewes.3 sown - nnnnn n’s = ’ens = hens.4 down - ccccc = c’s = seas.5 down 
- hhhhh = h’s (the letter H is often dropped.in slang - colle(IGU) English, 
(eg Cockney English - and for that matter in quite a few accents.')

Now you can. inflict this crossword on all your friends/enemies.
Cheero,

Corai Clarke.
PS: I almost forgot to say that I enjoyed Zealot - particulary The Olsen 
Reviews - it’s good to hear views from other-countries on British fandom/ 
fanzines. I aggree with him on Twll-ddu - it is indeed.an ’in’ fanzine,but 
once you know about the people and politics in British fandom,you can app
reciate it far more.

((News On Olsen: Recently he has decided to..;ph yes,that waxe the word - 
gafiate.He has returned the last manuscript r sent him for translation,but 
I have come across another translator;As for the column and review section 
he started,these will probably cease.Maybe I can find another col’er and 

reviewer as well,but I’m not too sure.)) 

((One of my readers said, some time ago, that (s)he thought a z'ealot was some
thin^ religious. (S)he may be right there.Recently one of my friends sent me 
(upon my request) a cassette on which he had recorded some of the spngs 
"Jesus Ch ri at Super star", and the title of one of them is Simon ZEnLOTes ))

00
that some of the stamps I use seem, to have a((Another reader has noticed . .

printing error on them.The name of the country reads NOREG instead of NORGE. 
Well,it's no error.The explanation is that Norwegian actually is two langu
ages,one is called Bokmal and the other Nynorsk, (that is,Book Idiom and 
Nev; Norwegian).The latter was (as far as I can remember) constructed by a 
certain Ivar Aasen who had.concidered the B.I. and found it too Danish.Not 
only nouns,verbs,adverbs,pronouns etc. are more or less different in the 
two ’mAlfpre’ (which is not quite the same as language,but..),but some 
names are different as well.One of thS’se names are the name of this country. 
B. people say Norge,N. people say Noreg.(But you say Norway,so why bother.; 
N is a minority and^has been - and are - struggling hard to have N..equal
izes with B. Now they’ve reached to stamps.But not all B. people are willing 
to give up their monoply.They claim that Norge is the only and correct name 
of this country.One of their arguments are that the name Norge was used in 
the Constitution,that was written in B. N. people,on the other hand,point ? 
out that the name Noreg is derived from ancient forms,that it is more like 
other countries’s names for Norway (Norwegen,Norvege,I can t remember more, 
but they exist.),and that is is,as well,more like the name s meaning,which 

tn the North’ (Nor(th)-Way. ’Veg' is N. for road or way.) but they exist.),and that is ;
is ’the way to the North’ (Nor(th)-Way.’Veg

((Address collectors,look here: a COA.J (Change Of Address ,nitwit)M Caul ton 
(loced page 5 and 9) has moved or been moved to RAF PMC,Kian 6E,RAF Inns- 

worth,Gloucester.
Also,it seems that Alan Dodd (pages 3 and 5) will not loc ZL more than he 

has done,so here is his address as well: 77 Stanstead Road,Hoddesdon,Herts



PAGE SEVENTEEN
((In this very moment,this issue of Zealoc outrun^ the first issue. 
The first issue hdd 16 pages,this is the start of page 17.’)) 
((Here is another (see ZLc 1 p. 7) smart faned who things 1 can iden
tify him by”aH3ress only.Or address and indistinct Christian name. 
Well,I CAN'T.'At least,not as quicky as by family name ..I have to scan 
most of my files,and they are growing fast.So PLEASE DO remember to 
write your F-U-L-L name when starting or ending a letter to me. EVERY 
time.))
((Well,the locer finally turned out to be Philip Stephensen-Payne, 
’Lindon’,1 Lewell Avenue,Old Marston,Oxford 0X3 ORL in good old England. . 
He starts:)) Dear Forlaget ((Ugh.’Not again..)),

Many thanks for Zealot & Zealook,a cheerfully insane ((Exane)) pair 
of fanzines. ------

Andrew Darlington’s story was slight,but amusing.In many ways I pre
ferred Ragnar Pederson’s (pPedersen,please.)) trivial but hilarious 
cartoons.As for singing teacups,I’ll believe them when they reach the 
top of the hit-parade,and possibly not then.((And I’ll believe UFO’s 
when they land on my own lawn,and possibly not then))

Of course you can spell success without u - fame,iiioney,power,awards, 
prizes and so on.((Yes^I> can9but try to tell Dixie Gun ^orks))0n the 
other hand,spelling AAAAAAUUUUUGHHH without u is difficult’After 
songs like ’The Ballad of Billy Cop’,I'm not surprised the spy spewed 
- most people would.((Before he wrote the song??)) , . .

Mind you,the only thing to follow that is ETAREGAGEX,this issue s 
WOMBAT (Word Of the Month Backwards And Twisted).Don’t lose it - you 
never know when you might need it. ((You’re wrong.I know when I need 
it,but I can't say things like that in a decent zine))

Puns about cons,tricky,but you could have:((They will be used in 
ZL.But I prefer puns without change of spelling to pronounciation- 
$ Morten Harry Olsen’s piece on Norwegian SF and fandom was fascinat- 

though I wished he had said whether the material in the fanzines 
was in English or Norwegian ((Well,Norwegian fanzines are generally 
distributed to Norway,Sweden and Denmark - and that’s sat sapienti )) 
It p-ot a little confusing.I look forward to. .seeing some Norwegian 
Iocs if they are longer and more aggressive that English ones - it 
could be interesting. ((My Norw. zine ADV received a long loc o“ce» 
arH just for fun I counted the words mn it and published the results. 
That lead to a couple of even longer Iocs,as if it was; a competition. 
The ’winner’ had 1450 words. ..but he was Dqp.ish.)) Certainly I ve/T 
seen (and written) some very iong and aggressive Iocs in my rime. (I
sent a 26-page one to Bruce Gillespie last year - and ne printed i
all’) ((Grumph If anybody should want to write me a marathon loc af
ter reldtoTthis,I h?pe they can type it out on pencils for me,be
cause I don't have time for such things.And not the mind,either.))

Enjoyed Zealook very much.There are at least two films of Orwell s 
"1984”. The best was done by BBC in 1950 or thereabouts, and star re 
Peter Cushing,and Donald Pleasance. The other was produced by ajjPC 
in Britain in 1956,directed by Michael Anderson,^d starring Michae 
Redgrave and David Kossoff,but was not as good as the Production.

I disagree that Tyler’s "Tolkien Companion" is indispensable to Tolkien fans.I havfthe earlier "Guide to Middle Earth" by Foster, 
which is at least as good,if not better.

Tove Jansson’s books have been.. ((I KNOW’)) There are at least 
eight books in the series in print over here.In English ^echarac- 
ters are called Moomintroll ,Moominpappa,Moominmamma, Lit vie My,Snufkm 
^Wha^a^anzin^th^start with,Twll-Ddu (The name is Welsh for Black 
Whole!) one of the more involuted of English fanzines.

On the whole,all very enjoyable ((Sanke Dehr,Hein $
look forward to future Zealots,Zealooks and Zealots ((You mean gea 
Iocs.Here is the first one of that kind.))A11 the best, Philip
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Thank vou nostman.If you want a nice zine to read when 
o^clock tea,send your own address to the return address 

......................... . ......................     'f
PAGE EIGHTEEN , j /
Well, the last page t' s not deadline 
will be any more Iocs. Li tney snouiu ,
them in next Zealoc. and forsot to add the foot-^^^rke-and.!^ - 

wtVi^gl-^-^Prlnted up to page fou±teen,and it's time 
for a TV break.And I’m .hungry, too. to obtain this.
I have completed the list of P^op • of this,the remaining
It finish^..at 60,1, have printed 75 Xd^ome spare cop-
15 will be SPC'es and a copy for my iiies^ COUple of weeks
r*es . . ' r* them this way or the"other,and you can have one
before disposing of them ^is ^ncomnlete of something else.

the last pages are coloured. I think I

it's six o'clock,so I'll have to finish this and switch
Mr.Telly on (No,not Savalas). ...
(Later) This program is so slow that I van type when watching it. 

V/hat I want to say at the end is,some of you 1 used to _ correspond 
with me,but>I haven't answered your last letter(sy.This.is not be
cause I don- t want to keep in touch with you,only that if I should 
write a letter'to you,I need something to write about,and I haven’t 
found anything,But send me a. letter with some subject I can pick up 
and throw back,OK?And,Alan,has nothing wierd occured the last months? 
Now the TV program has come to an end,Continued next week.Now it's 
time for something to eat,and then I’ll try to finish the printing 
of this before it's tame for more TV, (Chaplin and Grand Prix) 
GOODBYE.' .’


